INSTALLING LABELLOGIC IN A
CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT
Introduction
Labellogic® Labelling software is supplied and supported by Planglow Limited free of charge subject to its use only with
labels supplied by Planglow Limited.
Labellogic is only available for the Windows® environment, and version 5.X.X is only for Windows 2000/XP. Earlier
versions of Windows are no longer supported by Microsoft, but Planglow will continue to supply LabelLogic 4.3.5 for
those who are unable to upgrade for the time being.
LabelLogic requires full Administrator rights to install, and full access to both the LabelLogic Data folder and the
LabelLogic Program location in order for the program to function correctly. This will be discussed in greater detail later.
Installation
Log on as Administrator or with Administrator rights. Insert the CD and if it does not auto-run, execute SETUP.EXE in
the root directory of the CD. Follow on-screen prompts on screen. The default installation directory for the LabelLogic
program files is “C:\Program Files\Planglow\LabelLogic” Unless there is a very good reason, please do not change this
location. The default installation for the data files is “C:\LabelLogic Data” Again, unless there is good reason, please do
not change this folder. Should you wish to install the data on a fileserver, please use the same directory structure, ie
create a folder called “users” or “catering” on the server drive and share it, and then from the workstation map a drive to
\\servername\usersshare and during installation specify the data directory as X:\labellogic data. If installation has already
been completed, just copy the labellogic data folder (in its entirety!) from the local drive to the folder users on the server
drive.
During installation you will be prompted to specify installation options. Normally you will not need to change the defaults.
Once LabelLogic is installed, you will need to set user rights. On Windows XP Prefessional & Vista Business ensure that
Simple File Sharing is DISabled. In Explorer, browse to the LabelLogic Data folder, right-click it and go to Properties and
click the Security tab. If “Everyone” does not appear, add Everyone and allow them Full Control. Apply this to the
current folder and files and all subfolders and files.
Repeat this for the Planglow folder (under Program Files)
Log off and log back on as a user. Start LabelLogic. It will prompt you “No Data Directory Selected” After
acknowledging the licence agreement, go to File – Set Data Source. Click Change. Doubleclick the top of C:, then
browse to LabelLogic Data and double click it. With LabelLogic Data highlighted, click Select. Click Close.
Close and re-open LabelLogic. If this is a clean installation, it should prompt you for the Sample Data location. The
default location is C:\labellogic data\sdata, but if you have installed the data on a server drive, you will need to modify the
location accordingly.
There is a file FIXDIRS.INF in the Utilities folder on the CD which may be copied to ……….\All Users\Desktop and used
to create the registry keys instead of opening LabelLogic etc. This file must be installed while logged on as the individual
user. LabelLogic holds most of its settings in HKEY_CURRENT_USER, specifically in
HKCU\Software\Planglow\Labeller\1.0. All keys below 1.0 control LabelLogic, and thus the individual user must have
Full Control to these keys.
IMPORTANT
For backup and restore, LabelLogic needs to run DLLs in \Windows\System32. These of course, run as the current User
account. If the User has insufficient rights to run these DLL files, copy XCEEDZIP.DLL, XICRCORE.DLL and
PGTOOLS.OCX to C:\Program files\Planglow\LabelLogic and re-register them. This will avoid LabelLogic Error 2005
when attempting to backup or restore. There is a batch file in the Utilitites folder on the CD, SHIFTXP.BAT or
SHIFT2K.BAT to copy and re-register these files. It assumes the program is installed to the default location, C:\Program
Files\Planglow\Labellogic
For Corporate Builds, if you do not wish to pre-install LabelLogic and set the rights on the Master Build, then it is
extremely advantageous to manually create the directories C:\LabelLogic Data and C:\Program Files\Planglow on that
Master Build. Give both these directories Full Rights (i.e. Everyone has Full Control) and then, when LabelLogic is
subsequently installed (which will still require Administrator privileges) the program and data folders should have
inherited the rights from the previously created directories. Please do not “hide the data away” by placing it under
Documents and Settings. This will, in the long term, cause more problems than it will solve. Should Corporate
requirements prevent the installation of the data to C:\LabelLogic Data, then please install the data to C:\Program
Files\Planglow\LabelLogic Data, and advise Planglow’s support services accordingly.
FOOTNOTE RELATING TO SERVER2003 and VISTA
With these OSes, Data Execution Prevention is enabled for all programs by default. Either change it so it is only
Windows Programs and Services which are controlled, or add LLMAIN.EXE to the list of allowed programs. DEP can be
found in Control Panel – System – Advanced Settings

